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Abstract Text document clustering provides an effective and intuitive navigation

mechanism to organize a large amount of retrieval results by grouping documents in a

small number of meaningful classes. Many well-known methods of text clustering make

use of a long list of words as vector space which is often unsatisfactory for a couple of

reasons: first, it keeps the dimensionality of the data very high, and second, it ignores

important relationships between terms like synonyms or antonyms. Our unsupervised

method solves both problems by using ANNIE and WordNet lexical categories and

WordNet ontology in order to create a well structured document vector space whose low

dimensionality allows common clustering algorithms to perform well. For the clustering

step we have chosen the bisecting k-means and the Multipole tree, a modified version of

the Antipole tree data structure for, respectively, their accuracy and speed.

Keywords Clustering � Text documents � Bisecting k-means � Multipole �
Antipole � WordNet

1 Introduction

With the growth of world wide web and online services, more and more information is

available and accessible online. Due to the large diversity of the web and organizational

intranets, the need of finding the truly relevant data has become a challenging task for

applications such as information retrieval, business intelligence or enterprise portals. When

querying a search engine, only a small number of relevant web pages is returned together

with a large number of irrelevant pages. This web search low precision happens because

there are many different contexts in which the keywords typed by the user occur. Thus,

since only the first few results are consulted by the user because the limited amount of

time, a lot of relevant pages will never be discovered. Text clustering methods can be used

to structure all the results of a search engine query. So far, existing text clustering methods
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only relate documents that use identical terminology ignoring conceptual similarity of

terms such as defined in resources like ANNIE or WordNet. ANNIE is an information

extraction component of GATE (Cunningham et al. 2002) which we use for its accurate

entity, pronoun and nominal co-references extraction. Three intuitive goals of WordNet

(Miller 1995) project are the creation of dictionary and thesaurus, the support for automatic

text analysis and artificial intelligence and the determining of semantic connections

between sets of synonyms, for tracing morphological connections between words. Taking

into account ANNIE and WordNet features will improve the quality of the resulting

clustering.

One of the most critical problems for document clustering is the high dimensionality of

the natural language text; this problem is known as curse of dimensionality (Friedman

1994). Different techniques to solve the curse of dimensionality have appeared in literature

(Zervas and Ruger 1999, Fodor 2002, Parson et al. 2004).

In this paper, we present a new unsupervised method for text document clustering which

reduces the size of vector space by using WordNet words lexical information and increases

the clustering accuracy by using ANNIE’s features. Section 2 introduces the concept of

vector space model. In Sect. 3 we show which operations are performed to the documents

before the document vectors are created. In Sect. 4 we discuss two different strategies that

make use of WordNet to create the document vectors. The resulting document vectors will

be the input data for the clustering algorithms described in Sect. 5. We offered two

clustering schemas:

• the bisecting k-means (Steinbach et al. 2000), in which we have to choose the number

of clusters k to create;

• the Multipole tree, a slightly different version of Antipole (Cantone et al. 2005), in

which we choose a ‘‘tightness’’ measure (an integer value) where the higher the

measure the smaller the cluster radius and hence the larger the number of generated

clusters.

Multipole clustering is much faster than bisecting k-means. An experimental evaluation

on real text data has been conducted and Sect. 6 reports and explains its major results. In

Sect. 7 we point to some related work whereas Sect. 8 ends the paper with some concluding

remarks.

2 Basic definitions

In this section we define the basic notations used in the rest of the paper. Given a set D of

documents we want to assign each document d 2 D to clusters of similar documents

discovering their natural categories. By relying on the vector space model, we represent

each document d 2 D by a vector of frequencies of the features it contains:

d
!¼ ðf1; . . .; fnÞ:

Usually features are document terms; in our method features are classes of words. We

express the set of documents D as a m · n matrix, where m is the number of documents in

D and n is the number of features. The entry (i,j) contains the number of times the feature j
occurs within the document i.

To measure the similarity between two documents d1 and d2 we use one of the most

common distances, the cosine of the angle between the two vectors, which tries to
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approach the semantic closeness of documents through the size of the angle between term

weight vectors associated to them:

cosineðd1
!
; d2
!Þ ¼ ðd1

!� d2
!Þ

jjd1
!jj � jjd2

!jj

where • denotes the vector dot product and || || is the length of a vector. A cosine measure

of 0 means the two documents are unrelated whereas a cosine measure close to 1 means

that the documents are closely related.

Given a cluster C of D; the centroid c of C is defined as the element with the smallest

sum of distances to all the other documents of C:

c ¼ arg min
dj2C

X

i¼0;...;jCj
cosineðdi

!
; dj
!Þ:

3 Text document preprocessing

In order to increase clustering performance, our method, as well as all the other methods of

document clustering, requires different operations of data preprocessing.

1. First of all, we break each document down in sentences and use the link parser

(http://www.link.cs.cmu.edu/link/) to extract only entities within noun and verb

phrases; we remove articles, HTML tags (if in presence of HTML documents) and

special characters and all entities recognized by ANNIE as dates.

2. Second, we have created a stop-words list containing non descriptive words that, if

considered, would make the clustering imprecise (like pronouns, auxiliaries,

prepositions, etc.).1 Our stop-words list contains about 250 words. Table 1 shows all

the categories of elements contained in such a list.

3. A third issue has concerned the words consisting of several terms. Those have been

reduced and replaced to their basic stem by using the morphological capabilities of

WordNet; we applied the Porter stemmer algorithm (see Porter 1980) to the words that

do not appear as lexical entries in WordNet. We also used the nominal coreference of

ANNIE in order to understand when two different words or compound words are

Table 1 The stop-words list used in the second preprocessing step

Subject pronouns I, you, he, ...

Object pronouns Me, you, him, ...

Possessive pronouns Mine, yours, his, ...

Demonstrative pronouns This, that, ...

Possessive adjectives My, your, his, ...

Prepositions In, at, on, with, ...

Auxiliaries Am, are, can, have, ...

Articles The, a, ...

Conjunctions And, but, while, because, ...

1 The pronouns recognized by ANNIE as valid are replaced with the entity they refer to; such words have
been removed from D:
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referred to the same entity; we consider coreferenced words as one entity of the map

we will generate.

4. A further matter has been raised by rare words and how they affect the results. Our

assumptions is that rare words do not help for identifying the appropriate cluster but,

rather, they might add noise to the distance measure degrading the entire performance.

Thus, our strategy has been to discard a word if it occurs less than a fixed threshold of

the total number of words in D: The threshold is a percentual value varying in the set

{0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}.

4 Using WordNet for the features matrix

The vector space of many text clustering algorithms is typically very high since they

consider the different lexical words as different entries in the document vector. In this

way, each vector document has 1,000s of elements, many of which are 0. Methods for

normalizing these vectors (usually to be unit length) are therefore needed; the big draw-

back of these methods is the loss of information and, consequently, vectors which are very

dissimilar may appear to be close resulting then in a bad clustering.

WordNet (Miller 1995) is an online lexical reference system which organizes nouns,

verbs, adjectives and adverbs into synonym sets (synsets), each representing one under-

lying lexical concept, and specifies a number of relationships such as hypernym, synonym,

meronym which can exist between the synsets in the lexicon. WordNet has already been

applied for reducing the dimensionality of such vectors (see the related work section for

references). It comprises a core ontology and a lexicon. We have used WordNet 2.1 which

consists of 109377 synsets and 144684 lexical entries.

Our method exploits different WordNet relations in order to create the features which

form the dimensionality of our vector space. Two different strategies for finding features

have been explored: the first one uses the WordNet lexical categories whereas the second

one uses the WordNet ontology. They produce the input for the clustering algorithms. They

both also succeed in keeping low the vector space dimensionality as well as forming well

structured features vectors.

4.1 The WordNet lexical categories (WLC) technique

By using WordNet lexical categories we have mapped each document word remained

after the preprocessing to lexical categories. WordNet 2.1 has 41 lexical categories for

nouns and verbs. Tables 2 and 3 list such categories. Thus, for each document d 2 D we

associate a vector of fixed length 41 having in the entry i the number of words which

belong to category i. For example, the word ‘‘dog’’ and ‘‘cat’’ both belong to the same

category (‘‘noun.animal’’) and therefore they increment the counter of the same vector

entry.

Since many words may have different senses, they have usually also multiple categories

they refer to; a word sense disambiguation technique is then required in order to not add

noise to the representation decreasing consequently the clustering quality. For example, the

word Washington has 3 categories (noun.location, noun.group, noun.person) since it can

be the name of the American president, a place (the state or the city) or a group if intended

as the concept of capital.
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Different words expressing the same entity may also be present; we try to guess them by

looking at coreferenced words discovered by ANNIE. For example, for the document

shown in Fig. 1, ANNIE would create the following coreferenced list: Tony Blair, Mr
Blair, Prime Mister Tony Blair, Prime Minister. In such a case we would keep only one of

these entities which would count each reference to all the others reducing the size of the

map we will be generating.

4.1.1 Disambiguation strategies

Wordnet assigns terms to concepts in an ambiguous way. Adding or replacing terms by

concepts may add noise to the representation and produce a loss of information. Word

sense disambiguation has been extensively studied in literature and it is not the purpose of

this paper to determine which method is the best. Our study has been limited to understand

if the use of a word sense disambiguation technique helps to create a better representation

of terms in order to get a better clustering. We have thus used two different techniques for

word disambiguation. The first is called disambiguation by context: this technique returns

the concept which maximizes a function depending on the conceptual vicinity. Given a

concept c, its semantic vicinity is defined as the set of all its direct sub and super concepts.

This technique has been successfully applied in Hotho et al. (2003) where it is also more

extensively discussed.

The second technique tries to resolve the correct sense of a polysemic word using a

concept map as its context. A concept map is a list of concepts connected each other with

linking phrases forming meaningful proposition between concepts. The algorithm is fully

described in Canas et al. (2003). Let w be the word for which we want to find a sense and c
a given concept map. The algorithm first selects the key concepts from c. Then it checks

Table 2 WordNet nouns lexical categories

Tops Act Animal Artifact

Attribute Body Cognition Communication

Event Feeling Food Group

Location Motive Object Person

Phenomenon Plant Possession Process

Quantity Relation Shape State

Substance Time

Table 3 WordNet verbs lexical categories

Body Change Cognition Communication

Competition Consumption Contact Creation

Emotion Motion Perception Possession

Social Stative Weather

. . . saying Tony Blair was right about that. That was the speech given by Mr Blair.
After that he said : “I agree with Prime Minister Tony Blair’s statement”.

Although the Prime Minister has announced . . .

Fig. 1 Part of news document about Prime Minister Tony Blair
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whether any of these words are not present in WordNet, by making the morphological

transformations. Synsets of the words within the concepts are clustered using the hypernym

distance based on WordNets hypernym relation: only one synset per word is allowed in

each cluster. At the end, several clusters will be generated, each with a different weight

depending on the number of words in the cluster and the hypernym distance. The cluster

with the highest weight that contains a synset s of w will be the selected cluster and s will

be chosen as the sense of w.

The disambiguation by context is much faster than using concept maps. One study we

conducted was to see if the clustering precision was better by using any disambiguation

method not depending on some in particular. Thus, all the experiments, described in Sect.

6, have been in three different ways: without any disambiguation strategy, with the first

strategy and with the second strategy. It turned out that, for each experiment (10 runs for

experiment), the use of a disambiguation strategy gave better vectors representations: in

particular, the disambiguation by using concept maps gave better representations than the

disambiguation by context.

4.2 The WordNet ontology (WO) technique

Our second strategy for creating features vectors exploits WordNet ontology. An ontology

defines a set of representational terms, that include concepts and relations. WordNet

ontology is organized via the hypernym/hyponym relation, (superior/inferior concepts,

basically given two words, there is an hyponymy relation between the concepts they refer

to in a particular context of usage). For each word WordNet returns a set of lists, one for

each synonymous, ranked according to the frequency of the usage in English of the

synonymous it refers to. Each list is hierarchical: the root is the synonymous and the

descendants are grouped according to the superior/inferior relation. For example, the third

hypernyms set returned by WordNet for the word ‘‘president’’ is

\head of state! representative! negotiator ! communicator ! person! being

! living thing! object! entity [

whereas, among the hyponyms, one of the output sets contains only the term,

\ex� president [ :

The symbol ? in the above hypernyms list specifies the superior relation from left to right

(head of state is superior than politician which is superior than leader, and so on).

Our bottom-up algorithm for creating WordNet ontology features is shown in Fig. 2. It

takes as input the output (lexical categories vectors) of WLC technique and computes and

returns the new set of categories W.

First, three sets are initialized: the set L is equal to the most frequent r lexical categories

from WLC (line 1), the set T contains all the document words which belong to categories in

L (line 2) and W, the output set, is initialized to the empty set (line 3). A strategy for

choosing reasonable values of r is to select, in decreasing order for number of words, the

categories until y% of the total number of words is retrieved. We have seen experimentally

that y = 25 is a good trade-off between keeping low the space dimensionality and having a

well structured vector space. Then, lines 4–15 deal with the creation of set W. A word

w [ T is assigned to an element-set S [ W if each word wS [ S is in relationship with w
according to the hypernyms or hyponyms relation. If that is not satisfied, a new element-set
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containing w is added to W. Every element-set of W forms a different class of words. We

refer to the classes so created as the features of our vector space model.

Sometimes a word can be assigned to multiple sets. We perform two operations for

removing such duplicates. First, all the sets having more than a fixed number x of

duplicates in common (line 16) are merged. Experimentally, a value for x of 50% is a

reasonable choice. Let Sm,...,Sp be the element-sets of S that still have duplicates and

W 0 ¼ fw01; . . .;w0jg be these duplicates. Given Si [ S and a word w [ Si, let w1, w2 be two

words of the same output list of hypernyms or hyponyms of w and let fh(w1,w2) be a

function which measures how far the nodes w1 and w2 are in terms of number of hops.

We define the distance disth between a duplicate w0o [ W0 and an element-set Si [ S as

the sum of every distance fh of w0o and each non duplicate words in Si divided by the

size of Si:

disthðw0o; SiÞ ¼
P

wj2Si:wj non�dup fhðw0o;wjÞ
jSij

The word w0o is kept in the most correlated set (the one with the minimum disth) and it is

discarded from all the others (lines 17–21).

As example, let us suppose that at the end of the process the set W contains two sets

of words, S1 = {head of state, representative, negotiator} and S2 = {representa-
tive, communicator} with the consequent set of duplicates W0 = {representative}. We will

have disth(representative, S1) = 2/3 and disth(representative, S2) = 1 since the word

representative comes right after head of state (1 hop) and right before negotiator (1 hop) in

one of the hypernoms list returned for president whereas there is one node (two hops) between

representative and communicator. By leaving the word representative in S1 and removing it

from S2 we get a better structured vector space.

Algorithm WO
Input: OutputWLC , D
Output: W
1. L ← {the most frequent r lexical categories from OutputWLC}
2. T ← {w ∈ d : d ∈ D and w is assigned to l, l ∈ L}
3. W ← {
4. for each word w ∈ T do
5. found ← false
6. for each S ∈ W do
7. if w ∈ hypernyms(s) or w ∈ hyponyms(s) ∀ s ∈ S then
8. S ← S ∪ w
9. found ← true
10. end if
11. end for each
12. iffound = false then
13. W ← W ∪ {w}
14. end if
15. end for each
16. Merge together all the sets Si ∈ W with more than x% duplicates
17. R ← {Si ∈ W : Si contains duplicates}
18. for each duplicate word w
19. let Sj ∈ R : disthn(w, Sj) is minimum
20. keep w in Sj and remove w from all the others Sk ∈ R
21. end for each
22. return W

∅}

Fig. 2 The WO Algorithm
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At the end of the procedure the set W contains all the new features for all the documents

d 2 D: For each document d, the entry i of the new features vector contains the number of

words in d that belong to the class i.
With this procedure, the number of obtained features will usually be much higher than

the initial r. By choosing reasonable values of r this strategy is still able to keep the vector

space low enough and experiments show that it improves a lot the resulting clustering.

Note that ANNIE is also able to recognize proper nouns, organizations, dates and

locations and pronominal coreferencing improving the quality of the WO Algorithm.

5 Text documents clustering

Once the features vectors have been created, the clustering is performed by the bisecting

k-means (Steinbach et al. 2000) or the Multipole, a slightly different version of Antipole

clustering method (Cantone et al. 2005). The cosine of the angle between two vectors is the

distance we considered to compute their similarities. We refer to our algorithms as

WLCBisecting, WLCMultipole, WOBisecting and WOMultipole according to which strategy for finding

features we are adopting (WLC for WordNet lexical categories or WO for WordNet ontology)

and which clustering algorithm is being used (bisecting k-means or Multipole).

5.1 Bisecting k-means

We have used the bisecting k-means algorithm introduced in Steinbach et al. (2000).

However, since the second step of this method uses the basic k-means algorithm, we will

give some details of the basic k-means used. In our implementation of k-means, at the first

iteration (that is for t = 1), the initial k centroids q1
1,q2

1,...,qk
1 are computed by using the

Gonzalez (1985) algorithm to find mutually distant centroids; then, the remaining objects

are assigned to a class according to the relation xl [ Cj
1 iff d(xl,qj

1) £ d(xl,qi
1), 1£ j, i £ k, i

= j. After each iteration t, new centroids are computed in such a way that the performance

index, ci ¼
P

x2Ct
i
jx� qt

ij
2; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .; k; is minimized. This achieves the condition

qtþ1
i ¼ 1

nt
i

P
8x2Ct

i
x: If qi

t+1 = qi
t, the process finishes, otherwise, the objects are grouped

again. This implementation of k-means clustering takes time Oðt � k � jDjÞ; with k the

number of clusters and t is the number of iterations. Normally, k; t\\jDj:

5.2 Multipole

The Antipole clustering (Cantone et al. 2005) algorithm of bounded radius is performed by

a top-down procedure starting from a given finite set of points S which checks if a given

splitting condition is satisfied. This condition asks for two points whose distance is greater

than the radius. If there are no two such points, then splitting is not performed and the

given subset is a cluster on which an approximate centroid is then found. Otherwise, a

suitable pair of points (A, B) of S called Antipole is generated and the set is partitioned by

assigning each point of the splitting subset to the closest endpoint of the Antipole (A, B).

As seen in Cantone et al. (2005) the randomized algorithms used by Antipole clustering

makes its construction much faster than k-means’s. The Antipole clustering has a worst-

case complexity of
sðs�1Þ

2
� jDj þ oðjDjÞ in the input size jDj; where s is the bounded radius

(see Cantone et al. 2005 for further details).
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In this paper we implemented the Multipole Tree, a version of the Antipole Tree with a

different splitting condition. Instead of two we check for k nodes whose distance is greater

than the radius. If they are found we generate a vector of points (A1,...,Ak) called Multipole

and the set is partitioned by assigning each point of the splitting subset to the closest

endpoint of the Multipole (A1,...,Ak). Comparisons between Multipole and Antipole have

been presented in Reforgiato (2007) where it is also shown that the former outperforms the

latter in both clustering and querying time.

6 Experimental evaluation

The experiments show the evaluation of our method on some real text documents in

comparison with four state of the art text clustering algorithms, FTC and HFTC (Beil et al.

2002), the bisecting k-means (Steinbach et al. 2000) and the k-secting k-means (Larsen and

Aone 1999). We have implemented all algorithms in C# under Visual Studio 2005 using

the .NET package (Crowe) for accessing WordNet 2.1. The ANNIE and link parser

(http://www.link.cs.cmu.edu/link) preprocessing interface have been written in JAVA and

ANSI C. For FTC and HFTC we have used a public domain implementation of the Apriori

algorithm (Borgelt). The experiments have been run on a Pentium III PC with 730 MHz

clock speed with 2 GB of RAM running Microsoft Windows XP Version 2002. Section 1

reports the used data sets whereas Sects. 2 and 3 report, respectively, the measures

employed to evaluate the clustering quality and the main experimental results with running

times. Since we are interested in running times we decided to use the disambiguation by

context technique.

6.1 Data sets

To test any document clustering approach different measures exist in literature; a

manually predefined categorization of the data sets helps to understand the resulting

clustering. We have used three data sources from which we have generated four different

data sets. Each data set reflects the conditions in a wide range of real life applications.

They are:

• Reuters2: this corpus contains 21578 documents and 135 topics created manually. We

divided topics in two classes according to their meaning. For example, topics like

cocoa, coconut and coffe are all contained in the same class since they are related fruits.

Each document in the corpus has been assigned to one or more topics based on its

content. We selected only documents associated with only one topic and topics with

less than 10 associated documents have been discarded. From the resulting documents

we have created two data sets, one with 1504 articles grouped by 13 topics and the

other with 1657 articles grouped by 25 topics.

• Classic: this corpus consists of 1,400 CRANFIELD documents from aeronautical

system papers, 1,460 CISI documents from information retrieval papers and 1,033

MEDLINE documents from medical journals. All these documents have been divided

in 3 classes. The Classic corpus is freely downloadable.3

2 http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reuters21578/
3 ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart
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• ManGen: to create this corpus we have been retrieving about 20 documents per day for

4 months (starting from January 2006) from a set of news web site.4 We have created

a list of 30 classes where each class is associated to a set of topic words and synonyms.

We have assigned each document to the most related class according to its topic. There

are numerous algorithms for topic detection (Allan 2002), hence, we do not address this

problem in this paper.

Table 4 gives a summary description of the used data sets. The column # words indi-

cates the total number of words after the preprocessing; column # entities gives the total

number of entities (proper nouns, organizations, dates, locations) found by using ANNIE in

the correspondent dataset.

6.2 Clustering evaluation

To evaluate the quality of non-hierachical clustering we have used the entropy (Boley

1998, Barbara et al. 2002, Dhillon 2001) whereas for hierarchical clustering we have used

the F-measure (Beil et al. 2002, Larsen and Aone 1999, Nickerson et al. 2001, Van

Rijsbergen 1979). We have also used the Silhouette method (Bolshakova and Azuaje 2003)

as an intrinsic measure of non-hierarchical clustering quality.

Let D be a documents data set, C = {C1, …, Cm} a clustering and K = {K1, …, Kn} a

correct classification.

• Entropy: The entropy of C is a measure of the disorder within all the clusters and it is

defined as:

EðCÞ ¼
X

Cj

nj

jDj
X

i

�pijlnðpijÞ ð1Þ

where nj is the number of elements of the cluster Cj and pij is the probability that a member

of Cj belongs to the class Ki. It returns values in the interval [0...,ln(|K|)]; the lower the

entropy is and the purer is the produced clustering.

• F-measure: To evaluate the clustering quality for hierarchical clustering, the F-measure

is typically used. It is defined as

FðCÞ ¼
X

Ki2K

jKij
jDj max

Cj2C
fFðKi;CjÞg

where the F-measure of cluster Cj and class Ki is defined as:

Table 4 Data Sets

Data sets#classes # Articles # Words # Entities

Reuters13 1,504 938,591 10,487

Reuters25 1,657 1,075,393 12,919

Classic3 3,891 2,763,466 44,391

ManGen30 2,421 1,304,919 16,875

4 http://www.cnn.com, http://www.nytimes.com, http://www.usatoday.com
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FðKi;CjÞ ¼
2 � RðKi;CjÞ � PðKi;CjÞ
RðKi;CjÞ þ PðKi;CjÞ

having precision PðKi;CjÞ ¼ nij

jCjj , recall RðKi;CjÞ ¼ nij

jKij and nij is the size of class Ki. The

F-measure score is in the range [0,1]; the higher the value is and the better is the resulting

clustering. Since this measure is typically used for hierarchical clustering, we have used it

to analyze all the hierarchical clustering algorithms we have compared.

• Silhouette: Let Cj with j = 1,...,c be a cluster. The silhouette technique assigns to the ith
sample of Cj a quality measure, s(i) with i = 1,...,m, known as ‘‘silhouette width’’. This

value is a confidence indicator on the membership of the ith sample in cluster Cj and it

is defined as :

sðiÞ ¼ ðbðiÞ � aðiÞÞ=maxðaðiÞ; bðiÞÞ;

where a(i) is the average distance between the ith sample and all the samples included in Cj;

b(i) is the minimum average distance between the ith sample and all of the samples

clustered in Ck with k = 1,...,c and k= j. s(i) May assume a value in [–1,1]: 1 when the ith
sample has been assigned to an appropriate cluster and –1 when it has been assigned to a

misclassified cluster. Let Sj be the sum of all samples’ silhouette widths in Cj: it charac-

terizes the heterogeneity of the cluster Cj. For each clustering, the global silhouette value is

defined as:

GSu ¼
1

c

Xc

j¼1

Sj:

7 Results

The data sets above have been first cleaned by using the preprocessing seen in Sect. 3

(the threshold discussed about the rare words has been set to 1.5).

Since the entropy measure favors larger number of clusters, we have always measured

the produced clusterings of each algorithm with the same number of clusters. Figures 3 and

4 show the entropy and the global silhouette values for WLCBisecting, WOBisecting, FTC,

bisecting k-means and 9-secting k-means on all the data sets. For the basic bisecting

k-means and 9-secting k-means, the adopted vector space has unit length (details about

such a vector space can be found in Steinbach et al. 2000).

In all experiments WLCBisecting and WOBisecting outperform all the other competitors.

WO technique is usually the best for preparing the vector space for clustering but it is

slower than WLC. Figure 5 depicts the runtime of WLCbisecting, WObisecting, WLCMultipole

and WOMultipole with respect to the number of documents on the regular Reuters corpus.

For a fair comparison of WLCMultipole and WOMultipole, we have compared them with

HFTC, and the hierarchical versions of bisecting k-means and 9-secting k-means. More-

over, we have compared them with WLCBisecting and WOBisecting by using the hierarchical

version of bisecting k-means. As far as the Multipole clustering is concerned, details on

how to choose an optimal radius can be found in Cantone et al. (2005) and in Reforgiato

(2007). Since it is not possible to know a-priori the number of clusters that all the hier-

archical clustering methods generate, for each algorithm we obtain a single clustering on

each data set. Table 5 reports the F-measure for such algorithms. As shown in the results,
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Multipole is much faster than the bisecting k-means and its resulting clustering is not too

much worse.

To improve clustering quality, a refinement may be used. Clustering obtained by

both bisecting k-means and all hierarchical clustering algorithms can be further

improved by using the basic k-means algorithm. If the centroids of the clusters pro-

duced by these two techniques are used as initial centroids for the basic k-means, then

this will change the initial centroids and readjust the clusters. For all experiments we

have performed, this refinement usually improves the clustering quality. Table 6 reports

the F-measure on the used data-sets for WLCBisecting, WOBisecting, WLCMultipole,

WOMultipole adopting such a refinement for the hierarchical version of bisecting k-means

and Multipole.

Monte Carlo cross-validation technique (Smyth 1996) has been applied when using

the bisecting k-means clustering. First, each dataset has been randomly divided M times

into disjoint train and test partitions where the test partition is a fraction b of the

overall data. For each partition, k is varied from 1 to kmax and the clustering is

performed on the training data. Each model with k components is applied to the unseen

data in the test partition and the Silhouette value is computed for each. This process is

repeated M times and the M cross-validated estimates are averaged for each k. Figure 6

shows the global silhouette values for WLCBisecting and WOBisecting on all the data sets.

Fig. 3 Entropy comparison for all the non-hierarchical clustering algorithms on the four data sets averaged
over 10 runs
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Fig. 4 Global Silhouette values for all the non-hierarchical clustering algorithms on the four data sets
averaged over 10 runs

Table 5 F-measure comparison for all the hierarchical clustering algorithms on the four data sets over 10
runs

Data set WLCBis WOBis WLCMul WOMul HFTC Bis. 9-s

Reuters13 0.59 0.60 0.54 0.55 0.56 0.49 0.48

Reuters25 0.58 0.61 0.52 0.51 0.57 0.50 0.46

Classic3 0.57 0.58 0.54 0.52 0.56 0.54 0.51

ManGen30 0.59 0.63 0.57 0.59 0.55 0.49 0.46

Table 6 F-measure comparison for WLC and WO with hierarchical version of bisecting k-means and
Multipole adopting the refinement

Data set WLCBisecting WOBisecting WLCMultipole WOMultipole

Reuters13 0.61 0.62 0.57 0.58

Reuters25 0.60 0.59 0.55 0.55

Classic3 0.59 0.60 0.56 0.60

ManGen30 0.62 0.64 0.58 0.57
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8 Related work

Recently, clustering has been proposed as a tool for browsing large document collections

and organizing the results returned by a search engine in response to a user’s query (Zamir

et al. 1997). Many different methods have been proposed in literature. They include the

SuffixTree Clustering (Zamir and Etzioni 1998), the bisecting k-means (Steinbach et al.

2000), k-secting k-means (Larsen and Aone 1999), Scatter\Gather (Cutting et al. 1992),

FTC and HFTC (Beil et al. 2002). Even if the bisecting k-means outperforms other well

known hierarchical clustering algorithms (Steinbach et al. 2000), an approach which uses

frequent term sets like FTC and HFTC, allows to reduce drastically the dimensionality of

the data and to deal with very large data sets. In this context, WordNet is useful to reduce

the dimensionality of the data. It has been already been used by Green (1997, 1999) to

construct lexical chains from the occurrence of terms in a document: WordNet senses that

are in some way related receive higher weights than senses that appear in isolation from

others in the same document. The senses with the best weights are selected and the

corresponding weighted term frequencies constitute a base vector representation of a

document. Another application of WordNet, (Dave and Lawrence 2003), uses synsets as

features for document representation and subsequent clustering. In this work the word

sense disambiguation has not been performed showing that WordNet synsets decreases

clustering performance in all the experiments. Other works (Moldovan and Mihalcea 2000,

Voorhees 1994) have explored the possibility to use WordNet for retrieving documents by

carefully choosing a search keyword. A successful integration of WordNet resource for a

document categorization task is shown in de Buenaga Rodriguez et al. (2000), Urena

Lopez et al. (2001) where WordNet is applied to a supervised scenario building the vectors
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Fig. 5 Scalability of WLCBisecting, WOBisecting, WLCMultipole and WOMultipole on the Reuters corpus
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manually without considering WordNet relations. Conversely, (Hotho et al. 2003) uses

WordNet in a unsupervised scenario taking into account the WordNet ontology and lexicon

and some strategy for word sense disambiguation achieving improvements of the clustering

results.

Semantic features selection has been shown promising in Chua and Kulathuramaiyer

(2004), Jing et al. (2006) where WordNet based semantic approach and ontologies are able

to provide a better set of features for category representation.

A technique for feature selection by using WordNet to discover synonymous terms

based on cross-referencing is introduced in Chua and Kulathuramaiyer (2004). First, terms

with overlapping word senses co-occurring in a category are selected. A signature for a

sense is a synset containing synonyms. Then, the list of noun synsets is checked for all

senses for signatures similarity. The semantic context of a category is aggregated by

overlapping synsets of different terms senses. The original terms from the category that

belongs to the similar synsets will be finally added as features for category representation.

In Jing et al. (2006) the authors describe how to find mutual information between terms

(TMI) by using the background knowledge through the ontology of WordNet and introduce

a distance measure (TMID) used in the clustering phase.

In Sedding and Kazakov (2004) the authors explore the benefits of partial disambigu-

ation of words by their PoS and the inclusion of WordNet concepts; they show how

taking into account synonyms and hypernyms, disambiguated only by PoS tags, is not

successful in improving clustering effectiveness because the noise produced by all the

incorrect senses extracted from WordNet. Adding all synonyms and all hypernyms into the
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Fig. 6 Monte Carlo cross validation with M = 100, b = 0.5
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document vectors seems to increase the noise. A possible solution to that would be to use a

word-by-word disambiguation in order to chose the correct sense of a word: consequently,

only the hypernyms for the correct sense would be considered.

9 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented WLC and WO, two techniques that employ WordNet for

the creation of a low and well-structured vector space for document clustering. Two recent

effective clustering schemes, the bisecting k-means and the Multipole tree, have been then

applied to the generated documents vectors. ANNIE’s entity, pronoun and nominal core-

ference extraction has been used in the preprocessing. To the best of our knowledge there

is no work about document clustering which takes into account ANNIE capabilities.

Comparisons with many other document clustering algorithms have been carried out

indicating the good performances of WLC and WO. The main considerations we have

made are:

• Clustering obtained with WO is usually the best but it is computationally more

expensive than WLC.

• The clustering quality of all algorithms, in general, decreases if we do not apply the

preprocessing to the documents in D especially the word sense disambiguation

technique.

• The refinement adopted for readjusting clusters usually improves the clustering quality.

• Our future work will investigate the two following aspects:

• A first one is to further improve the preprocessing since it is the most critical step for

the generation of an appropriate document representation.

• The other one is how the use of WordNet benefits the cluster labeling task: having

documents represented by concepts rather than isolated words it is possible to find

common concepts and give a label to each resulting cluster.
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